
Winchmore Hill 2nd XI vs Hurley 2nd XI – Chiltern League Division 2 (90 overs win/lose/draw) 

Date: 11th June 2022 

Weather: Warm and sunny 

Elevation: 518ft above sea level 

Toss: Hurley – elected to field first 

Result: Hurley won by 3 wickets 

 

Innings of Winchmore Hill 

B. Quelch c. J. Singh b. Basharat 6 
J. Woodland* c. Basharat b. Hunjan 28 
S. Worlby  b. Basharat 20 
PJ. O’Hare  b. J. Singh 1 
M. Wickins  b. J. Singh 5 
O. Khan c. A. Singh b. K. Hussain 0 
J. Quelch c. Basharat b. Cole 36 
S. Young  b. K. Hussain 0 
K. Lally  b. K. Hussain 19 
O. Munir  b. Cole 15 
E. Stanborough Not Out  10 
  Extras (4b, 2lb, 7w) 13 
  TOTAL 153 

 

Joban Singh 11 2 37 2 
M. Basharat 7 0 30 2 
P. Hunjan 5 0 38 1 
K. Hussain 6 0 17 3 
L. Cole 4.1 0 25 2 

 

Innings of Hurley 

C. Williams c. Stanborough b. Lally 9 
A. Singh+ c. O’Hare b. Lally 27 
M. Nabi LBW b. Stanborough 14 
Jasdeep Singh  b. Lally 0 
P. Hunjan  b. J. Quelch 38 
E. Hussain c. B. Quelch b. J. Quelch 23 
Joban Singh* Not Out  38 
S. Singh c. Stanborough b. J. Quelch 0 
K. Hussain Not Out  5 
L. Cole    
M. Basharat    
  Extras (2b, 1w) 3 
  TOTAL 157-7 

 

 



K. Lally 7 0 46 3 
J. Quelch 10 0 54 3 
O. Munir 6 1 30 0 
E. Stanborough 9.1 4 25 1 

 

Hurley made the journey to Winchmore Hill in the first win-lose-draw match of the season, where 

Hurley made a winning start to this section of the league, chasing 153 with plenty of overs 

remaining. 

For the fifth game running, Hurley won the toss and skipper Joban Singh decided to bowl first on a 

grassy track that looked to be bowler friendly. The opening pair of Joban Singh (2-37) and Mo 

Basharat (2-30) worked hard in the heat, and it was Basharat who got his reward in the 2nd over, 

removing Brad Quelch (6) as he chipped the ball up to mid-on, where Joban Singh took a simple 

catch. The next ten overs were uneventful with both batsman looking to score and doing so 

successfully, adding 40 runs for the second wicket, going at 4 an over. In the 12th over, Mo Basharat 

picked up his second wicket, bowling Stuart Worley (20) with a full and straight delivery. This gave 

Hurley the motivation they needed as in the 15th over Joban Singh found his line and length picking 

up 2 wickets, both bowled, PJ O’Hare (1) and Mick Wickins (5). This left the score at 62-4 at the 

drinks break. As the teams resumed play, Hurley went searching for more wickets, meaning Joban 

Singh made the first bowling change, bringing Parvinder Hunjan (1-38) on to replace Basharat. This 

paid dividends in Hunjan’s 2nd over, as he had Winchmore’s opener Josh Woodland caught at mid-off 

after making a nice looking 28 by the very elegantly leaping Basharat, who plucked the ball out of 

the air one-handed, almost as though he was in a rush as he thought teas had been brought back 

into the league. At the score on 65-5 from 18 overs, Singh turned to Kumayle Hussain (3-17) in an 

attempt to add further pressure to the Winchmore Hill Batsmen. This worked as in his first over, 

Hussain had Omar Khan edging behind to Akash Singh who took a good low catch to remove the 

number 6. Jake Quelch (36) looked to counterattack the Hurley bowlers after being dropped on his 

very first ball, and although being rather agricultural, he took a liking to Hunjan, hitting him for 

multiple boundaries in an over, prompting a field change where there was only one fielder on the off 

side. The Hurley bowlers kept working, however, and picked up regular wickets at the other end 

where Hussain had Scott Young bowled after a lengthy stay at the crease for a duck. This left the 

score on 115-7 from 25 overs when Singh turned to the spin alternative of Liam Cole (2-25). It was 

Hussain, however, who picked up his third wicket, bowling Kuljit Lally (19). The first ball of the next 

over, Cole had Quelch caught at mid off by Basharat, taking a much more regulation catch than 

earlier in the innings. This left Winchmore Hill struggling at 131-9 from 28 overs despite some much-

needed tail wagging from the Winchmore Hill lower order. A 10th wicket partnership of 26 was 

brought to an end by Cole, bowling Osama Munir (15) clipping the top of the stumps. This left the 

innings on 153 all out from 33.1 overs. 

Hurley felt confident going out to bat, needing 154 to win from 56 overs. Openers Clive Williams (9) 

and Akash Singh (27) went about scoring quickly, adding 32 for the first wicket in just 5 overs. 

Despite his nosebleed after being promoted to opening, Singh made full use of his opportunity, 

playing some nice shots, not the typical sweep people usually expect from him. Williams was the 

first to go, top edging a cut shot to backward point giving Kuljit Lally (3-46) his first wicket. This 

brought Mubashir Nabi to the crease at 3 who looked to support Singh whilst keeping the score 

ticking. Singh was the next to fall, however, being caught in two minds whether to attack the ball or 

fend it away, ending up glancing it in the air to mid-wicket who took a good catch running in. the 

very next ball, Lally had Jasdeep Singh bowled after it went under his defences. Parvinder Hunjan 



(38) was sent in to face the hat-trick ball, who played a very confident leave making the field return 

to usual positions. Nabi was next to go, being adjudged leg before off the bowling of Ed Stanborough 

(1-25). This brought Ejaz Hussain (23) to the crease, who played some very stylish shots with Hunjan, 

adding 49 for the 5th wicket in 12 overs. Both batsmen were finding scoring relatively easy until 

Hussain played an unnecessary shot given the situation Hurley were in , being caught off the bowling 

of Jake Quelch (3-54). Hunjan was the next to go, missing a straight one and being bowled by 

Quelch, giving him his second wicket. For the second hat-trick attempt of the innings after Sahil 

Singh was caught first ball, Kumayle Hussain (5*) survived and looked to support Joban Singh (38*) 

who came out and played his typical innings, looking to score from most balls and being effective 

against the bowling attack, taking 13 off a Lally over. The 8th wicket partnership of 35* got Hurley 

across the line, with Singh doing the heavy hitting, dealing in boundaries. Hussain finished the 

match, hitting a 4 through mid-wicket to end the innings on 157-7, winning by 3 wickets despite a 

late Hurley collapse in typical fashion.  

The match was played in good spirits on a good pitch even with some excited shouting during the 

Winchmore innings as the tail ‘wagged’, and the food on offer after the match added to the 

experience after the match was concluded. 

 


